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MEMORANDUM 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION 

JOINT LEADERSHIP MEETING 

DATE: Early April, 1975 

PLACE: The Cabinet Room 

PARTICIPANTS: President Ford 
Secretary of State Kissinger 
Lt. Gen. Brent Scowcroft 

Senator Hugh Scott 
Rep. George Mahon 
Rep. Broomfield 
Rep. Anderson 
Rep. John Anderson 
Rep. Thomas OINeill 
Rep. Philip Burton 
Rep. Thomas Morgan 
Rep. Elford Cedarburg 
Rep. Curtis 
Rep. Robert Michel 
Rep. Wilson 
Rep. Barber Conable 

The President: I can only say it will be a strong, frank speech. It will 
be justified, as I see it, on the facts. I will not recommend a phony. 

I think we are at a serious turning point in foreign policy. We 
have some excellent successes and serious setbacks. I think if we 
cooperate we can move forward from past successes to the future. 
But in doing this, I have to be perfectly frank. 

This country has too great a destiny for us to allow finger 
painting between the Executive Branch and Congress. There will be 
recommendations for humanitarian aid. 

I would be glad to hear from any of you• 
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Scott: Are you leaving the door open for the step-by-step approach 

in the Middle Ea st? 


The President: I would prefer you wait until the speech. What do 

you recommend? 


Scott; I \Wuld leave the door open because I think they all think they 

have something to lose at Geneva. 


The President: When we were working on a step-by- step, .everyone 

wanted to go to Geneva. Now everyone doesn't want to go to Geneva. 

That's what we tried to say. 


O'Neill:, We just came from there. Sadat said he is willing to go 

back, but what have they get to offer? Israel said the same - - they 

can't offer more. Both of them said they VIO.uld go back, but had no 

more to give. 


Anderson: I didn't observe any disinclination from either side about 

going to Geneva. 


The President: Perhaps I might add something on the Mediterranean. 

There has been a long struggle on Cyprus and Greece and Turkey. 

We hear the situation between Greece and Turkey is going beyond 

Cyprus. That ain't good, fellows. That ain't good. 


Kissinger: One problem is Turkey's incentive to do something 

before their spares m n out. The Greeks are putting forces on 

islands for the first time. Turkey now has a government, so they 

may be willing to take action. 


Scott: All of the Europeans are worried about U. S. troop reductions. 

With the situation in Portugal, we can't do this. 


The President: Nobody had any sympathy for 50 years of dictator ship. 

But it is no help going from a dictatorhsip of the right to a dictatorship 

of the left. There is an impact on N.I\TO, Spain, Italy, Cyprus, and 

the Middle East. I don't want to paint a bleak picture, but we have 

serious problems and what is required is a strong partnership with 

you. What could be an era of peace and strength could also be an era 

of great seriousness. 


I will say in the speech that \\8 need a strong defense budge 
We need the strength to meet any of these contingencies. 
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Michel: Would you emphasize the need for strength to back up 
negotiation s? 

B.urton:Can you tell us what steps you are taking with respect to'the 
6,'000 Americans left in Vietnam? . 

Kissinger: We have two problems: Not to trigger a collapse or anti
American riots. We are laying plans. After the Pr esident speaks, 
our Ambassador is to tell President Thieu what it is we intend.': If 
he did it before, it coUld trigger panic and jeopardize lives. We w~ll 
accelerate Friday, but demit say anything now.. 

The President: I have ordered a thinning- out in Cambodia and ~ 
are now down to the bare.minimum. The fjituation is bleak, to say 
the least, but they are still fighting. 

O'Neill: What about the 150,000 -- ZOO, 000 friends we have in South 
Vietnam? 

The President: That will in fact be a serious problem. I will bring 
it out in my speech but it is too sensitive to discuss the details now. 

Broomfield: I support lhgh Scott's statements. but I think we have to 
stress the need for bipartisan foreign policy. That is where our problem is. 

Burton: The dilemma on the Defense budget is that individuals see the 
way to save their pet projects by cutting defense. I don't know what the 
solution is. 

The President: I certainly understand that problem. Butas we look at 
the problems of the world. now is not the time to cut it. It is a lot of 
money, but it clearly is the m.ain interest now. 

Please say the least you can. Don't talk Greek-Turkey 
problems. Don't discuss contingency plans. The least said the better. 

Conable: One thing which scares me is the threat of anti-American 
actions in Vietnam. The aid is in enough trouble without some anti
American action - - that would really turn off the American people. 
What can we do not to accelerate the sense of frustration? 

The President: .If you went out and said the situation was ho:peless 
and we were pulling Americans out. that woUld trigger it. If they 
think we have given up. that will set them~'off. 
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Mahon: I think we shouldn't talk about the danger to the 150-200 
people. My final hearing on the supplemental is scheduled for 
tomorrow. This is the tim'e for an addition if we are going to -
there is not much chance. 

The President: Can you delay' until Friday? If not, do it on the floor 
next week. 

Cedarburg: Has any assessment been made of our inability to help 
150, 000 in Vietnam and \\b at it does for o,ur credibility? It must be 
near zero. 

Kissinier: It is not near zero. but it has hurt. It has had an impact 
on .theMiddle East situation. We have seen signs in Japan. But there 
is nothing we can do about that. If weca.n. salvage something. move 
forward and not load thi..Q.gs)ike the Turkish amendment on us. It is 
roneense to say we lose credibilitY<lnly if we say so. We have suffered a 
setback. 

Cedarburg: People say we shou1d~p to the North Vietnamese and talk•.... 

Kissinger: We should stay out of this. Ho"vever it comes. it should 
not be an American achievement. We ,can be in touch about evacuation. 
humanitarian aid. 

Cedarburg: It woul4be a disaster to hav.e 175,000 people massacured. 

Kissinger: We can't say anything 13efore the President speech because 
we have no chips with which to negotiate. 

Morgan: I am surprised at people now who say they would vote for 
additional aid. Is it hopeless? 

The President: It is less than 50-50. They are trying to put together 
their broken fcn-ces and upgrade their regional forces. It is potentially 
salvagable. I would not rule that out. 

Anderson: Fraser said he is willing to vote aid to stabilize the'situation 
if we would move to install a leader in Vietnam who might have a chance 
to negotiate. 

The President: There is much milling around right now trying to fin~? f\. """ol)\() 

someone who might fill the bill. No one has appeared as yet. .~f'''[ (: 

~ 
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Kissinger: Without a stabilized military situati()n~ North Vietnamese 
demands are in fact tnturn over the GVN to the North. On the other 
hand, the logic of the negotiation will b.e home iIi upon the people in 
Saigon. All we have to do is to stand aside. If we can stabUize the 
situation, the possibilities o(something.being developed in Saigon is 
great. The new Cabinet ~ssupposed toconta~ all parties. Within' 
the next 2- 3 months I think something ,will happen. 

. . . 
Cedarburg: Why should North Vietnam negotiate? . 

Kissinger: If they see our executive and legislative pulling together, 
they may think it' sbetter to talk. It wouldn1t be a brillant solution. 

Wilson: General We.rand said if we give aid there was a chance; if not 
there was no chance; It is up to us. 

Michel: In an up and down vote, there is no way to get it through the 
House, Maybe by a circuitous route. 

The President: We will make a plea for humanitarian aid. One point,.
there are refugees behind North Vietnamese lines. It strains my 
credibility to give aid to North Vietnam to free themselves to pursue 
the action which started the refugees. The refugees tried to Bee North 
Vietnam. I can't see giving North Vietnam aid in light of this. 

Michel: Or through the UN who haven1t.done a tinkers danm. 

Curtis: What about these secret commitments? 

The President: You have read the press statement we made. These 
communications coincide precisely with the substance of the US/GVN 
communiques. There is no commitment beyond what was .said publicly. 

Kissiriger: There were two kinds of assurances: a reaction to violations 
and to give them adequate aid if the GVN let us take our forces out. 

While Nixon objected to thebombing halt, he did not do it on the 
basis of a secret commitment. He never invoked a secret commitment. 
So with aid, it was a moral commitment and we have argued it at length 
but it was not a secret commitment. 

'.' 
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